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Abstract - Parts of speech are important knowledge that needs to be known in the learning language
unit to find out the appropriate meaning. Parts of speech indicate the function of the word in forming
the meaning within the sentence. This research investigates the translation model of emotional
intelligence terms in root word and derivative, especially in adjective type as piloting strategies in
translating adjective. The research objectives are (i) to construct a translation model of translating
adjectives, (ii) to describe the adjective translation model, and (iii) to describe the way to use the model.
The study was using a research development approach. A model was a product of the translation stage
based on translation techniques in producing good translation quality. The research was developed
based on the research conducted by Nur Hasyim (2019) about “The Translation Analysis of Emotional
Intelligence Terms on the book entitled Working with Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman
(2019)”. The substance of the model was based on proposed translation techniques such as establishedequivalent, transposition, modulation, or borrowing. Those techniques are the considerable techniques
that can be used to navigate in translating adjectives to obtain good translation quality.
Keywords - Adjective, Emotional intelligence, Developmental research, Piloting strategies, Translation
model, Translation quality.

INTRODUCTION

T

ranslation is complicated process in finding out
appropriate meaning and message in target
text. The complexity is represented in making
decision. That’s why decision-making process is
not easy. It needs a number of skills and
competences. Competence is a system which need
to be mastered by someone to do special things [1].
As in other professions, translation also requires
certain competences [2] [3]. Translation actually is
complicated process in not only rendering the
source text into target text but also how to transfer
the ‘feeling’ which want to express by the original
writer/author. In addition, translation should cover
not only grammatical aspect but also contextual
aspect. To conclude, translation process needs two
crucial things, competencies and decision-making
process.
Competencies in translation are measured if a
translator able to run his/her duty in finding
appropriate function of translation product. If they

run their duty well, they will be able to decide the
decision well also. By mastering this, they will be
able to decide the translation of certain word, terms,
and sentence structure well to be used in their
translation. The second things which influence the
process of making decision is reader of target text.
Commonly, translation text is conveyed for specific
reader and this case needs to be considered by
translator to consider the diction, terms, and
sentence structure which are suitable with the
reader of target text. Common problems in
translating are about equivalence. Equivalence is
viewed as fundamental problem in translation [4];
[5]; [6]; [7]; [8]; and it is understood that same
equivalence effect in target text is emphasized [9].
Research on equivalence in translation is also done
in many aspects, including by using different
approach, such as culture insight [10] [11];
discourse analysis and Systemic Functional
Linguistics [12] [13] [14] [15]. The equivalence can
be found in every language unit such as
equivalence at word level, above word level,
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grammatical equivalence, textual equivalence, and
pragmatic equivalence. [16]. Others, the
classification of equivalence can be identified as
formal equivalence and textual equivalence [6] .
Again, main purpose of translation operates not
only with sentences in grammatical layer but also
with utterances or message, especially in written
text [9] . Based on the above discussion, it can be
outlined that there are many aspects and problems
trigger in translation process. So, the prototypical
translation strategies can be made to help a
translator translates the text. But it is imperative to
note that the notion of strategies basically different
with technique in translation. [17] differentiated
the term of strategy and technique based on the
logic that strategy takes place in the translator’s
mind (internal memory system). It means that while
a translator may encounter translation problems, he
or she should quickly decide what have to do next
to solve those problems. Strategies are the
procedures (conscious or unconscious, verbal or
nonverbal used by the translator to solve problems
that emerge when carrying out the translation
process with a particular objective in mind. In other
words, the strategy is process-oriented, while the
decision in choosing the translation technique is
product-oriented after using proper strategy in
certain problems.
Strategies can be represented by using a particular
translation technique in solving the problems. Thus,
to solve those problems, a translator can apply
translation techniques. In other words, the
technique is product-oriented. The translation
techniques are in micro level. So, it should be
distinguished between the technique and strategy
chosen by the translator. It is known that the way to
translate a specific terminology can be a word or
phrase which can be a noun, verb, or adjective.
These are micro level in linguistic unit, so choosing
of appropriate translation technique which is a tool
for analyzing the translation based on the micro
unit need to be researched. This due to one
characteristic of translation technique is that the
translation techniques are in micro level [17].
This research development is the small part of the
dissertation which had been conducted by the
researcher. Based on the preliminary study in the
first year, the research had found out the pattern of
translation technique used to translate certain
pattern of word classes. The dominant techniques
used are established equivalent, transposition,
modulation and borrowing which have significant
improvement of translation quality. Started from
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that tentative findings, a prototype model of
translation by using certain technique to obtain
better translation quality was made. This prototype
model was made to use in translation process
between English into Indonesia and it was
examined in second year (Hasyim, 2018). Based on
the test of prototype model of translation, it can be
concluded that the translation model has some
characteristics. At least, the translation model has
five main characteristics. First, the model can be
used in micro structure of linguistic unit such as
word level in root word and derivative word,
especially in translating one of the unit translation
(UT) (adjective) which has many types of affixes.
Second, it related with proposed translation
technique which is parallel with root word and
derivational process. Third, it is contextually used.
Fourth, each change of word class has certain
recommended translation technique. The last one, it
is applicable by using translation quality
assessment drawn by [18] which is correlated with
accuracy, acceptability, and readability.
In the second year of the research, globally, it is
found 56 data of adjective class classified as
emotional intelligence terms in root word. While
there are 174 data represents derivative words of
adjective one. But they were small part of big data
in the research. There were found several
translation techniques used in translating emotional
intelligence terms especially adjective class either
root word and derivative word. In translating root
word of adjective, found established equivalent,
transposition, modulation, discursive creation, pure
borrowing, addition, deletion, literal translation and
implicitation. In translating derivative word of
adjective,
found
established
equivalent,
transposition, modulation, discursive creation,
addition, literal, pure borrowing, naturalized
borrowing, deletion, description, variation,
generalization. Each of them brings different score
quality either good impact or bad impact that
should be considered by translator(s).
The translation quality in translating root word of
adjective was 2.90 by accuracy is 2.89,
acceptability is 2.91 and readability is 2.92. It can
be said that the translation quality is good. While,
the second translation quality in translating
derivative word of adjective was higher than
translating adjective in root word. The score
distribution was obtained 2.97 by accuracy is 2.97,
acceptability is 2.97, readability is 2.98.
Dominantly, it is caused by several technique such
as established equivalent, transposition, modulation
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and sometimes pure borrowing in translating
adjective.
There are lots number of translation researches
done by many translation scholars which can be
reviewed as foundation to develop this research.
The results above were supported by some scholars
who researched about the translation technique and
its translation quality in case study approach. The
translation aspect which they research is different
each other. Among of them tried to research
translation quality of film subtitle (word, phrase,
clause, sentence as linguistic data) [19] [20]);
cultural terms [21]; [22]; technical terms on legal
document translation [23]; economics and financial
management terms [24] and engineering terms [25]
and research terms [26]. Most of them agree that
there are certain techniques which can give positive
impact on translation quality such as established
equivalent, transposition, modulation, borrowing,
sometimes imlicitation and explicitation. Again,
they believe that there are also certain techniques
which can give negative impact on translation
quality such as literal translation, addition, deletion,
and discursive creation.
Besides case study as resource for research review,
there are also some other researches deals with
translation model such as translation assessment
quality development [27]; clarification of
translation strategy and translation technique [17];
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic approach [7] ;
textual typology, formal correspondence, thematic
coherence,
reference
cohesion,
pragmatic
equivalence and lexico-syntactic properties [28].
Those models basically tried to seek equivalence as
a core point in translation.
The researches about the translation modelling has
been developed by many translation scholars. Some
research had been considered to be reference in
making this continuative research development
approach such as [29] examined the integrated
methodology of translation model – translation
analysis – translation strategy; translation technical
process [30]; translation quality assessment model
[27]; cognitive modelling in understanding
translation process [31]. Based on the review of
model developed above, this research tries to
develop a framework as prototype that can be
employed to for translation process by identifying
linguistic unit which want to translate and
identifying the morphological process to define
proper meaning.

It is focusing on how to translate adjective in root
word and derivative word by using proposed
technique based on. The prototype model
composed from translation quality assessment [18],
translation technique [17]
and morphological
approach in traditional grammar. To examine the
prototype, the researcher asked some post-graduate
students in State Polytechnic of Jakarta to translate
some documents by using proposed-translation
technique. The techniques are establishedequivalent, transposition, modulation, and/or
borrowing translation. Based on the operational
procedure which has been explained by the
researcher, the test-taker tried to use the prototype.
According to the test-takers, their ability in
translating was improving. The improvement was
approximately 30 % in rate after using the
proposed-technique. After examining the prototype,
it was revised based on suggestion from the experts
on second Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and
review to the previous researches. In conclusion,
the researcher made translation model. The model
was technique-based translation model.
Over all, this developmental research aims to
classify some general patterns in the emergence of
translation problems especially in translating
adjective in root word and derivative word. As well
as, this study also provides the ‘piloting’ process
which is represented in translation model to use
translation technique properly in translating
adjective. From a practical standpoint, the research
describes and provides characteristic features of
how to translate adjective which is corresponding
translation problems. In addition, the research
offers translation model including translation
strategies to help the translator restructures text by
piloting efficient translation process. The research
results may be applied by translators in pertinent
areas of specialization and by translator and
interpreter as well (including developing curricula
and courses in translation and interpreting, syntax,
semantics, and even translation of special texts).

LITERATURE REVIEW
As stated in the beginning above, translation
involved complicated process. Due to this, the role
of translator skills and competence has been
pursued. Many translator scholars tried to define
what the translation is. [9] with his meaning
equivalence in translation; [32].with his language
style effect. [33] proposed that translation need to
do three steps which briefly can be mentioned such
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as understanding the grammatical structure
(including context of situation and culture of source
text; analyzing source text; re-expressing the
meaning appropriately in target language).
Similarly, [34] stated that translation process at
least, by doing three procedures. They are
analyzing the text; transferring; and restructuring
according to target language. [35]more explicitly
described that translation as replacement of textual
material in one language by equivalent textual
material in another language.
Based on argumentation deals with translation
above, it can be concluded that in translation
process is required certain competences not only
bilingual competence but also another competence.
According to Merriam Webster Dictionary,
competence is the quality or state of being
functionally adequate or of having sufficient
knowledge, judgment, skill, or strength (as for a
particular duty or in a particular respect). [1] stated
that translation competence is defined as a system
functioned as foundation and skills which are
required by someone to be able to translate.
Moreover, [36], translation competence includes
the set of knowledge and skills possessed by the
translator so as to perform a translation. In
particular, translation competence consists of subcompetences. Specifically, [37] classified five
parameters in translation competences such as
linguistic competence, textual competence, field
competence, cultural competence, and transfer
competence. It can be called as ‘terms and
condition’ that have to be required by a translator in
order to be able to translate. It means, he or she has
to master morphological system, lexical and
grammatical of both languages. As a result,
competence is needed to obtain good quality
translation of the text. In this research, researchers
wanted to focus onto morphological system as one
of the sub-competences that must be had by
translator in translating a word. To sum up,
competence is the integration and combination of
numerous types of abilities and skills not only to
know-what but also have to be able to know-why
and to know-how.
Knowledge of a language includes knowledge
between relationship of the form and meaning of
words. For instance, the words power, powerful,
effective, positive, super, superior, optimistic,
pessimistic, oafish, and sympathetic show as
adjectives in English. The field of linguistics that
cover the variation of word based on its formation
and derivational process is called morphology.
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Morphology is one of the branch in linguistics
studied the forms of the words [38]. The existence
of such patterns also implies that word may have an
internal constituent structure. It can be root word
and derivative word. Root word is the morpheme at
the core of the word which affixes can be added,
meanwhile, the derivative or derivation can be
shaped from affixation process so it produces the
new word which has the different class and
produces the compound word. The affixation
process is also able to shape the new word such as
the word with reduplication. The derivational
process can be found in many daily texts such as
intelligent, intelligence, able, ability, fail, failure,
risk, risky, support (verb), support (noun), and so
forth. It can be added by some affixations either
prefix such as il-, ir-, un-, im-, in-, dis-, or suffix
such as –ment, -ness, -ity, -ify, -ize, -ly, -ation, -ion,
-al, -s, -ence, -ance, and so forth. Each of them
represents noun marker, adjective marker, verb
marker, and adverbial marker.
By knowing those above, it will be benefit for
translator in translating a word such as adjective or
noun or verb in English by identifying the change
of form that implies to change of meaning. So, it
will make easier to translate. But it needs to
remember that this is not easy task due to rigid
process including pay attention on every single
context.
After able to identify grammatically and
contextually, translation techniques can be
employed to find out the closer meaning into target
text. It can be represented as translation result after
the translator analyzes and classifies the linguistic
units such as morpheme and word analysis to
knowing the word class as micro unit. In other
words, translation technique can be said as
realization of making decision process and the
result can be seen in translation quality. There are
18 translation techniques proposed by Molina and .
Each translation technique which is used will give
different impact toward the translation quality
which can be seen from three aspects (accuracy,
acceptability, and readability) [18]. Accuracy
means the text in source text must be transferred
accurately. Acceptability means the translation
must be transferred in line culturally and
grammatically into target text.
Further, the
readability means the degree of readable, it means
that the translation result as possible as to
understand easily into target text by target readers.
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METHOD

This research was conducted by using development
research paradigm. The research is used to obtain
the certain product, in translation model for
translating adjective as well as to obtain optimum
translation quality score. Generally, this research is
three-year-research scheme and consists of five
steps.
The research scheme in the first year, the researcher
tried to 1) classifying morphological structure
based on root word and derivative word of
emotional intelligence terms; 2) classifying
translation techniques which were used in
translating adjective of emotional intelligence
terms; 3) classifying translation quality based on
translation techniques by conducting first FGD.
The research scheme in the second year, the
researcher tried to constructing prototype model by
conducting second FGD to test strength and
weaknesses of the prototype. To test and look for
the prototype model effectivity, the researcher
conducted testing and training the prototype model
to the students in State Jakarta Polytechnic. Then,
the researcher evaluated the result to be revised
after knowing the strength and weakness by
conducting third FGD.
The research scheme in the third year after revising
prototype model, the researcher tried to
constructing and developing the model and testing
the translation model to translate the adjective
emotional
intelligence
terms
based
on
morphological structure either in root word and
derivative words. In making the model, the
researcher reviewed the previous results and steps
50
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to obtain the product seems like piloting strategies
in translating adjective of emotional intelligence
terms.
In the first (2018) and second (2019)-year research,
the research data were all information which can
support the constructing of prototype model. The
technique of collecting data was conducting the
direct observation. Direct observation here was
analyzed by qualitative data analysis which
included: (1) domain analysis, (2) taxonomic
analysis, (3) compound analysis, (4) cultural
themes analysis.
Next, in the third-year research (2019-2020), the
research conducted the direct observation by
making and testing the prototype model and
conducting several times of FGD with translation
experts. In testing prototype model, the research
used the students in Jakarta State Polytechnic.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
1.

Translation Techniques and Quality in
Adjective Root Word

The final score of the translation quality of
adjective root word in emotional intelligence terms
is 2.90 and 2.97 for derivative one. This score
means that the translation result is accurate,
acceptable, and high readability. Thus, the
researcher synthesizes tentative result to design
translation prototype dealing with those technique
which are found. The translation technique can be
seen in the following chart of figure 1:
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Figure 1. The diagram of translation technique in translating adjective root word

Figure 1. The Diagram of Translation Technique in Translating Adjective Root Word
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As seen in the graphic above, it can be seen that
there are nine translation techniques which
influenced translation quality in translating the
emotional intelligence terms in adjective form.
The translation techniques mostly used in
translating adjective root words are established
equivalence (43 data or 74%), transposition (6 data
or 10%), modulation (2 data or 4 %), discursive
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creation (1 data or 2%), pure borrowing (1 data or
2%), addition (1 data or 2%), deletion (1 data or
2%), implicitation (1 data or 2%) and literal
translation (1 data or 2%). To compare the
translation quality in translating adjective
derivative word, it can be seen in the following
chart figure 2:
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Figure 2. The diagram of translation technique in translating adjective derivative word

Figure 2. The Diagram of Translation Technique in Translating Adjective Derivative Word

The translation techniques mostly used in
translating adjective root words are established,
equivalence (125 data or 73%), transposition (26
data or 16%), modulation (7 data or 4 %),
discursive creation (6 data or 3%), addition (3 data
or 2%), literal translation (1 data or 0.5%), pure
borrowing (1 data or 2%), naturalized-borrowing (1
data or 0.5%), deletion (1 data or 0.5%), description
(1 data or 0.5%) and variation (1 data or 0.5 %).
Based on the results above, it can be known that
there are several translation techniques which
influence the translation quality. For translating
adjective in root word, the most influencing
translation technique is established equivalent. The
next rank translation techniques are transposition
and modulation which are the most considerable
techniques and obtain good impact to the
translation quality, especially in accuracy.
Established equivalent is a technique which uses a
term or expression recognized by dictionaries or
language in use as an equivalent in the TL [17].
While transposition is translation technique used to
change a grammatical category since the different

grammatical rule between ST and TT.
Transposition can be divided into two groups, they
are obligatory caused by a shift of word class, i.e.,
verb for noun, noun for preposition. The second
one is optional. It means that the translator may
change grammatical category or not. Again,
modulation is translation technique used to change
the point of view, focus or cognitive category in
relation to the ST; it can be lexical or structural.
The last technique used is borrowing which give
good impact on accuracy, acceptability, and
readability. Borrowing is technique used to take a
word or expression straight from another language.
It can be pure (without any change), e.g., to use the
English word lobby translated into Indonesian lobi
[17].
Differently, [6] stated the shift in translation called
by translation shift and [39] stated the shift in
translation called by transposition. For example
found in this research, the word smart (adjective
root word) translated into kepandaian (noun
derivative word) in Indonesia. Again, the word
immune (adjective root word) translated into
kekebalan (noun) derivative word). Two examples
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above can be drawn the translation is shifthing
which adjective root word in ST translated to be
nomina in TT.
Next, the translation result by using modulation
such as worse translated into gagal meanwhile the
meaning of worse is poorer quality or lower
standard; less good or less unpleasant [40]. The
word gagal and worse actually are totally different.
Gagal is fail in English which can be considered as
noun or verb. If it is noun, fail (gagal) is the result
of an exam in which a person is not successful or
not succeed (verb). This translator decision tries to
change original point of view. Based on the
meaning and syntax, sometimes it will be good and
sometimes it will be bad. Actually, they have
similarities in using transposition or modulation. As
known that transposition is a shift between
grammatical categories while modulation is a shift
in cognitive categories.
Those findings are supported by some researchers
that conclude that transposition and modulation
may use since its effect on target meaning.
Sometimes it will be appropriate and sometimes it
will not [41]. In certain situation while the
translator finds problems in equivalence, these two
techniques are recommended to use because there
is no single language which has identical
grammatical rule [42]. Even, Hoed, (2006) said that
one of the effective strategy to solve problems in
equivalence is using shift either structurally
(transposition) or semantically (meaning) which
known as modulation.
Most of the translation scholars attached special
important translation techniques to the translator’s
ability in solving the translation problems. The
most considerable translation techniques which can
obtain good translation quality are established
equivalent and transposition [12] [22] [24] [25]
[26] [43]. The kinds of problems in translation are
vary. The translation problems can be in micro
level and macro level. Before deciding the
translation technique, a translator should be able to
identify the unit of language that is going to
translate in navigating to choose the suitable
strategy and translation technique. The translator
should understand which level they want to
translate whether micro level or macro one. This is
suitable with what Molina and [17] said that the use
of translation technique has five characteristics.
Those are 1) affecting the result of the translation;
2) classified by comparison with the original; 3)

affecting micro-units of text: 4) nature discursive
and contextual; 5) functional.
Back to the research findings above, one of the
translation technique used is established equivalent.
The translation quality score can be considered
good by this technique in three aspect translation
quality (accuracy, acceptability, and readability).
Established-equivalent is used to obtain a term or
expression recognized by dictionaries or language
in use as an equivalent in the TL context. In context
of adjective root words and derivative one, for
example, the word sullen in English is translated
murung in Indonesia. The word smooth translated
lancar in Indonesia.
In adjective derivative word, the word hierarchical
translated hierarkis into Indonesian. The word
individualistic translated into individualistis. The
word hierarchical obtained from suffix –ic and –
cal, while the word individualistic obtained from
the word individu added suffix –al, -ist, and –ic.
Due to this, the translator used established
equivalent which the translated words can be
recognized and common in target language. The
most of translation scholars and researchers agree
and support that this is the most considerable
technique to use is established equivalent [22] [24]
[25] [26] [44] Deals with borrowing technique, if
the aim of a translation method is target text
oriented version, borrowing will be one of the most
frequently used translation techniques [17]
2.

Translation Prototype Model (Translation
Technique and Translation Quality)

In this part is provided the translation model after
analyzing morphological structure of adjective
either in root word or derivative word, translation
techniques and translation quality. The model can
be used for the (future) translators as a
recommendation. The nature of the model is
navigating or piloting the translator(s) to choose
recommended-translation techniques. The model
divided into two types. They are model for
adjective root word translation of emotional
intelligence term and model for adjective derivative
word translation
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previous findings about translation technique
proposed by [17] content analysis by conducting
FGD with the translation experts and considering
the literature and relevant research reviews. After
all stages above conducted, the research has
obtained the prototype of translation technique. The
prototype is as follows:

The Prototype of Translating Adjective in Root
Word
The prototype of translation technique is designed
in mapping how should a translator use proper
technique in order to produce good translation
quality. This prototype is made based on the

Yes EQ
The
adjective
class of
emotional
intelligence
term in root
word

Is the term
having
acceptable
equivalence
in target

text?

NO

Yes  T
Is the
equivalence
having
different
linguistic
level in No
target text?
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Yes  M

Is the
equivalence
using
different
point of view
in target
No
text?

No
No
Note: EQ= established-equivalent; T= Transposition; M= Modulation;
Figure 3. The Scheme of Translation Prototype in Translating Root Word Adjective

Here the following prototype in translating derivative word adjective:
Yes EQ
Yes  T
Yes  M
The
adjective
class of
emotional
intelligence
term in
derivative
word

Is the term
having
acceptable
equivalence
in target

text?

NO

Is the
equivalence
having
different
linguistic
level in No
target text?

No

Is the
equivalence
using
different
point of view
in target
No
text?

No

YesNB

Is the
equivalence
having
similar
sounds or
phoneme in
target text?

Yes PB
Is the
equivalence
having same
sounds
identically or
phoneme in
target text?

No

No
Note: EQ= Established-equivalent; T= Transposition; M= Modulation; NB= Naturalized Borrowing;
PB= Pure Borrowing
Figure 4. The Scheme of Translation Prototype in Translating Derivative Word of Adjective

As seen in the figure above, it is known that there
are four key question before a translator translates
certain document. Beginning from knowing the
linguistic unit which is going to be translated for
the first stage. Second, considering the
acceptability in the target language. Third,
considering the different linguistic level which
may be caused by different grammatical rule.
Fourth, considering the different point of view
which may be caused by different culture norm.
The last is considering the sounds whether certain
word has similar sound. Again, in the translation
techniques provided based on the scheme of
prototype above are only four techniques. The
translation techniques are established-equivalent,
transposition, modulation, and borrowing
(naturalized and/or pure). These techniques

indicated to the option for using certain technique
based on the characteristic of the text which is
going to be translated. The characteristics as can
be seen at the previous explanation above as
preliminary guidance before translating the
document. In addition, every single characteristic
of the translation question (read: indicator)
provided two answers of the question before
decided to move the other stage. If the answer is
yes, a translator can use the recommended
technique. If the answer is no, a translator will be
directed to move to the next question until the
alternatives has been tried by the translator.
This provision of translation techniques is taken
from the literature review and considering the
previous related research reviews. Many
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researchers who try to elaborate and categorize the
translation technique agree that certain translation
technique will be good or bad while they are using.
It is because that every single translation technique
has certain characteristic and it will influence to
the translation quality. Translation quality here
means whether the translated text is accurate,
acceptable, readable or not.
3.

5.

Technical Procedure

Procedure is a way of doing something (Hornby,
2005). The research called technical procedure by
reviewing what Anderson (1983) said that
procedure is not only getting to know something
(know-what) but also how to use something (knowhow) and what Molina and Albir (2002) said that
technique is product-oriented to solve the
problems. The proposals of technical procedures in
using those models are following based on these
criteria:
1.
Determining the UT (unit translation)
which is materialized in unit linguistic
such as lexem and word either micro unit
or macro unit.
2.
After choosing a word, in this case in noun
root word of emotional intelligence term
as focus of this research, analyze whether
the word has equivalence in target
language or not. If a word has equivalence
in target language, consider whether the
word itself acceptable in the target
language or not. If it has acceptable
equivalence, so the translation technique
which is better to choose is establishedequivalent. If it has no acceptable
equivalent, move to the second alternative
analysis.
3.
The second alternative is whether the
equivalence having different linguistic
level in target text or not. If it has different
equivalence in linguistic level or category,
so the translation technique which is better
to choose is transposition. If it has no
different equivalence, move to the third
alternative analysis.
4.
The third alternative is whether the
equivalence using different point of view
in target text or not. If it has different point
of view in finding out the equivalence, so
the translation technique which is better to
choose is modulation. If it has no
different point of view in finding out the
equivalence, move to the fourth alternative
analysis.

4.

The fourth alternative is the last
alternative. It can be used if some previous
stages or alternatives cannot be used
properly to find out the equivalence. The
fourth alternative is related with
homophone element or sounds system. It
can be started by asking whether the
equivalence having similar sounds or
phoneme in target text or not. If it has
similar sounds or phoneme, so the
translation technique which is better to
choose is borrowing. It can work either
pure borrowing or naturalized borrowing.
If it has no similar sounds or phoneme in
finding out the equivalence.
Testing the Prototype

To test the effectivity of the prototype, it will be
tested to some translators to translate some
documents after the operational procedure was
described by the research. Fourth, the researcher
conducted
and
developed
semi-structured
interview to dig deeper about the advantage and
disadvantage of using the prototype to translate.
Three experts of translation scholars reviewed the
post-prototype after it was tested and commented
on its content, appropriateness and clarity. All
aspects were combined to classify more specific in
using prototype. The prototype was revised to be
developed into translation model and the
researcher gave the feedback provided by the
experts. Finally, the final version of the translation
model was approved to be used.
To examine the prototype, the researcher asked
some post-graduate students in State Polytechnic
of Jakarta to translate some documents by using
proposed-translation technique. The techniques are
established-equivalent, transposition, modulation,
and/or borrowing translation. Based on the
operational procedure which has been explained
by the researcher, the test-taker tried to use the
prototype. According to the test-takers, their
ability in translating was improving. Again, the
translation quality after it is measured was
improving. The improvement of translation quality
was approximately 30 % in rate after using the
proposed-technique. The scoring system used
Nababan model (2012) which assess the
translation quality based on three aspects
(accuracy, acceptability and readability).
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CONCLUSION
This research is a development research paradigm
in translation modeling based on translation
technique and involve quite a bit of morphological
approach. The development research based on
validating the translation technique analysis –
translation quality concept. This translation model
is developed based on the prototype test in
translating texts by the scope of word level. The
translation model is combining grammatical
concept, translation problem for navigation, and
ending at decision making process in choosing
suitable translation technique. In the beginning, a
translator should analyze the source text features
first such as the genre of the text, the target reader
of translated-text as macro level until the micro
level in syntax aspect. The model is applicable to
applying to translation, interpreting, and
developing teaching curriculum on translation
studies. But it needs to remember that there are
broad aspects that need to be developed in the
future research such as phrase-based translation by
using this model. Again, different text that will be
translated may be tested to find out the nature of
every single text (genre). As known that genre has
special language characteristic and feature.
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